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This document is adapted in part from the Information Technology Laboratory (ITL) at
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Special Publication 800series. The series reports on research, guidelines, and outreach efforts in information
system security, and its collaborative activities with industry, government, and academic
organizations.
Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be identified in this document
in order to describe a procedure or concept adequately. Such identification is not intended
to imply recommendation or endorsement by UITS, nor is it intended to imply that the
entities, materials, or equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
There may be references in this publication to other publications currently under
development by UITS in accordance with its assigned responsibilities. The information in
this publication, including concepts and methodologies, may be used by campus
Information Technology organizations even before the completion of such companion
publications. Thus, until each publication is completed, current requirements, guidelines,
and procedures, where they exist, remain operative. For planning and transition purposes,
IT organizations may wish to closely follow the development of these new publications
by UITS.
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This sample template is designed to assist the user in developing a tabletop exercise
participant guide. The template is meant only as a basic guide and may not apply equally
to all systems. The user may modify this template or the general TT&E approach as
required to best accommodate the specific system. In this template, words in italics are
for guidance only and should be deleted from the final version. Regular (non-italic) text
is intended to remain.

1. Introduction
In an effort to validate [insert organization name] [insert name of plan being exercised1],
[insert organization name] will conduct a tabletop exercise to examine processes and
procedures associated with the implementation of the [insert plan name]. This
discussion-based exercise will be a [insert number of hours]-hour event that will begin at
[insert start time] and will last until [insert end time].
The exercise is designed to facilitate communication among select personnel regarding
the implementation of recovery operations at [insert organization name] following an
event causing the outage of mission critical systems that are housed in the [insert facility
name]. This exercise is designed to improve the readiness of the [insert organization
name] and help validate existing [insert plan name] procedures.
Participants should come to the exercise prepared to discuss high-level issues related to
the recovery of mission critical systems at the [insert facility name]. To achieve the
exercise’s stated objectives, discussion will focus on the following [insert facility name]
contingency planning elements:
•

What would be done to recover each class of system (e.g., Messaging, Web) at the
[insert facility name]?

•

How will system recovery be accomplished and what is the priority/optimal
chronology of restoration?

•

What is the time required for restoration and how can this be optimized?

•

What are the expected results and action items that will assist system teams and
improve readiness after the exercise?

Participants may choose to bring back-up reference material that will aid in answering the
above questions.

1

This template illustrates an IT contingency planning tabletop exercise.
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2. Concept of Operations
A tabletop exercise is a discussion-based event in which participants meet in a
“classroom” setting to address the actions they would take in response to an emergency
situation. Tabletops are an effective initial step for personnel to discuss the full range of
issues related to a crisis scenario. These exercises provide an excellent forum to examine
roles and responsibilities, unearth interdependencies, and evaluate plans.
Participants will be presented with a scenario affecting the [insert facility name]. A
facilitator will help guide discussion by asking questions designed to address the
exercise’s objectives.

3. Objectives
The exercise objectives are as follows:
•

Validate the team’s ability to recover IT operations at alternate facility

•

Validate the accuracy of recovery procedures documented in the [insert plan
name]

•

Identify areas of the contingency plan that need to be revised.

4. Agenda
Date:
Location:
9:00—9:15
9:15—9:45
9:45—11:30
11:30—12:00

[Insert Date]
[Insert Location]
Opening Remarks and Introduction
Exercise Briefing (Objectives, Rules of Engagement, etc.)
Scenario Discussion
Debrief/Hotwash

5. Scenario
At [insert time] on [insert date], an electrical fire in the [insert facility name] caused
extensive damage and the termination of operations in the data center. The [insert plan
name] was fully activated in response to this incident, and operations will be conducted
at the [insert alternate facility name] for the foreseeable future. [Insert organization
name] employees will be displaced from the building until smoke, water, and other health
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hazards are removed. Despite the problem at the [insert facility name], Directors and
Administrators show no sign of altering their agendas and expect a seamless transition of
IT operations to the [insert alternate facility name].

6. Particpant Questions
The following questions sample questions that might appear in the Participant Guide.
1. Who has authority to activate the [insert plan name]?
2. How would you be notified of plan activation and by whom?
3. Are IT recovery procedures fully documented? Can recovery procedures be
completed within the timeframe dictated in the [insert plan name]?

7. Debrief/Hotwash Questions
An after action report identifying strengths and areas where improvements might be made
will be provided after the exercise. The following questions are designed to obtain input
into the after action report from participants.
•

Are there any other issues you would like to discuss that were not raised?

•

What are the strengths of the contingency plan? What areas require closer
examination?

•

Was the exercise beneficial? Did it help prepare you for follow-on testing?

•

What did you gain from the exercise?

•

What did you gain from the exercise?

•

How can we improve future exercises and tests?
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